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Figure 1: Dome’s main window, showing a page from our department’s site. The darker nodes in the
document (HEAD, TABLE and P) are collapsed nodes — this feature allows unimportant elements to be hidden,
reducing screen clutter.
The Document The main area, on the right, shows the
data that the user is editing. In our case, this is the
HTML of the web page, showing its tree structure.
The layout should be readable to anyone who knows
HTML. A vertical line represents a sibling relation-
ship between nodes, while a diagonal line indicates a
parent–child relationship.
The single exception to this rule is the ‘TR’ element,
which is used to create a row of cells in HTML. Dome
lays out the child nodes of a TR element horizontally
to save space and to make it look closer to the way it
appears in a browser.
The Programs List Each sequence of operations that the
user has recorded is displayed in the top-left corner
of the screen. The programs can be organised into a
hierarchy if there are a large number of them.
The tree of collapsable nodes behaves like the directory
list in Microsoft’s Explorer program.
The Program Display The operations of the currently
selected program are displayed below the program list.
This is a control ﬂow diagram — control normally
passes downwards along the dark lines. The fainter
diagonal lines are used when execution of a operation
fails for some reason. A dotted line (as seen in ﬁgure 2)
indicates a breakpoint, where execution stops to allow
the user to examine the state of the system.
The user can also use this area to correct mistakes in
recordings and to record alternative cases.
The most important operation for our purposes is that of
selecting a piece of information. There are three common
ways of selecting a node in the document:
1. A structured relative move is performed for any node
clicked on. Dome records the operation as an XPath[5]
which will select that node relative to the current node.
For example, “Move to the ﬁrst cell of the next row.”.
2. A non-structured text search — for example “Find the
word ‘Name:’ anywhere in the page.”.
3. A structured search which also requires a literal match
of the text of the node clicked — “Move to the ﬁrst cell
of the next row, which must contain the text ‘Name:’.”.
This is done using a vendor extension of the XPath
syntax.
Although all three methods may be used to select the same
node, choosing the correct method is crucial to making the
operation replayable.
The ﬁrst is the easiest and is quite tolerant of changes to
document structure. It is suﬃcient for many purposes, es-
pecially if the document’s structure is unlikely to change.
Either of the other two may be performed ﬁrst to make
the search more reliable or more strict. Consider a table
row containing two cells: the literal string “Name:” and
the name itself. By using method 3 to select the literal
string and then using method 1 to select the name itself,
the recorded sequence will not be fooled by a table with a
new ﬁrst row – it will fail with an error instead of selecting
the wrong node.
By contrast, using the second method to search for the string
“Name:” and then using method 1 to select the actual name
will still work correctly even if a new row is added. However,